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Abstract 

The method for solving load dispatch problem of power generating system, comprising the 

steps of; initializing agents/objects and later placing them between specific operating limits of 

generator using a protocol, evaluating a fitness for the agents/objects while fulfilling 

constraints and updating values of G for the population, calculating acceleration in the same 

direction, and later updating a velocity and position of the agents, wherein if the obtained 

values are not similar to that of required ones then the process is repeated again.  
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1. Introduction 

Economic load dispatch is a term used to define real and reactive power of a generator 

consisting multiple generating units vary up to specific limits so to fulfill the load 

demand with the consumption of lesser amount of the fossil fuel. As the size of the 

electric power generation system is increasing to meet the required amount of the power. 

In order to enhance the amount of output power and minimize the output losses the 

energy generation systems are implemented with different optimization techniques, such 

as Genetic protocol, particle swarm optimization, evolutionary programming, differential 

evolution, Hopfield neural network and new particle swarm with local random search. 

Basically, the load dispatch problem is solved by using classical optimization technique, 

such as lambda iterations, base point, and gradient method. The lambda iteration is 

considered as a one of the most commonly used method for solving the mentioned 

problem, but for the effectiveness of this method, the formulation needs to be continuous. 

After that dynamic programming is used to solve the economic load dispatch problem 

with valve point effect, but it is little bit time consuming, computationally extensive and 

unnecessarily increases the dimensions of the problem. In order to solve above 

mentioned problem there is need to develop a method that solves the economic load 

dispatch problem in economical manner with the consumption of lesser amount of time. 
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2. Experiment 

The method for solving load dispatch problem of power generating system, thereby 

enhancing the amount of output power with the consumption of less amount of fuel to 

meet the required need[1]. The flow chart of a method for solving load dispatch problem 

of power generating system is illustrated herein. The method comprising the steps of: 

firstly, the agents/objects are initiated and each agents in the search space is attracted 

towards another agents having good solution and later the initialized agents/objected are 

located between the specific operating limits of output power producing generators by 

using a particle swarm optimization gravitational search protocol, wherein the initialized 

agents satisfy certain constraints, such as smooth and non-smooth constraints, the smooth 

constraints includes generator capacity and power balance constraints with or without 

power loss and the non-smooth constraints includes generator capacity constraints, ramp 

rate limits, prohibited operating zones and losses[2][3]. Thirdly, the amount of force 

acting on the agent surrounded by other agents is calculated using coulombs law[4], 

according to the coulombs law the if the two agents are separated to each other with 

specific distance then the force acting on the agents is directly proportional to product of 

the masses of both the agents[5][6].  Fourthly, the acerbation due to gravity and mass of 

the agents are calculated in the specific direction by using equation of motion and 

newton’s second law of motion[7]. [8].   

 

3. Result and Conclusion 

The method is develop to minimize the overall cost of production of power generation while 

satisfying power balance, generator constraints with ramp rate limits and prohibited operating 

zones. In order to obtain maximum amount of power with low consumption of the fossil fuel 

the population based hybrid protocol, such as (PSOGSA), where some features of particle 

swarm optimization protocol is implemented into the gravitational search protocol. From the 

comparison. 
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